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Abstract. A novel adaptive wavelet based method is presented that allows us to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors
of the electronic Schrödinger equation. Our method outperforms direct discretization methods with equidistant grid
spacings, in particular, for problems that involve several length scales. As an application we present numerical
evaluations of the energetically lowest exciton states for ordered and disordered semiconductor quantum wires.
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INTRODUCTION
Real semiconductor heterostructures, e.g., quantum
wells and wires, which are fabricated using, e.g.,
molecular beam epitaxy, always contain a certain
amount of disorder [1-6]. If the material contains more
than two different atoms as in, e.g., AlxGa1-xAs the Al
and the Ga atoms may arrange on random spatial
positions which is known as compositional or alloy
disorder. Another type of disorder originates from
spatial variations of the interfaces between the
different materials that are contained in the
heterostructure. For example in quantum wells, the
thickness of the well material may change by one or
more atomic layers. Since these monolayer
fluctuations influence the energies of the electron and
hole states due to quantum confinement they have a
pronounced influence on the electronic and optical
properties. Similarly in quantum wires the thickness of
the wire typically varies in space which leads to
position dependent electronic and optical properties.
In the spectral vicinity of the band gap, the optical
absorption of semiconductor heterostructures is
dominated by strongly absorbing bound electron-hole
complexes, i.e., excitons [1-7]. Since disorder leads to
position dependent electron and hole energies, also the
energy of the excitonic resonances changes in space.
Besides the magnitude of the disorder-induced energy
variations, also the length scale of the disorder is of
relevance. If the correlation length that characterizes
the disorder-induced energy variations is smaller than
the size of the excitons, i.e., the exciton Bohr radius

aB, the exciton resonances are rather weakly influenced
because they effectively average over the disorder
variations [1,2]. In the opposite limit where the
correlation length is much longer than the exciton
Bohr radius the exciton energy changes smoothly in
space following the disorder-induced energy variation.
In any case, disorder leads to a spectral broadening of
the excitonic resonances which is denoted as
inhomogeneous broadening [1-6].
In the present study, we focus on thickness
fluctuations of semiconductor quantum wires. The
spatial variation of the electron and hole energies is
included in a numerical solution of the exciton
Wannier equation in real space [1-5]. To solve the
Wannier equation we develop a novel adaptive method
which uses wavelets as the basis functions. It is
demonstrated that our method is able to efficiently
compute the energetically lowest exciton states with
and without disorder. To obtain the same accuracy as
calculations that use equidistant grids, significantly
less basis functions are needed in our adaptive
approach. After projecting out the lowest state, our
approach can also be used to compute energetically
higher exciton states which are required in order to
obtain the absorption spectrum. In the future, we plan
to combine our approach with the numerical solution
of dynamics equations, e.g., the semiconductor Bloch
equations, and analyze nonlinear optical properties.
We expect that in this case adaptive grids will greatly
reduce even more the computational complexity
needed for the numerical experiments.

NUMERIICAL MET
THOD
Withoout disorder, e.g., in spatiially homogenneous
semicondductors and ssemiconductor heterostructtures,
the excitoon Wannier eequation descrribes the motioon of
a negativvely charged conduction
c
baand electron iin the
presence of a positiveely charged valence
v
band hole.
Thereforee, the Wannieer equation hass the same forrm as
the Schröödinger equattion of a hyddrogen atom which
w
describess the motion oof a negatively charged eleectron
and a poositively charrged proton aand their Couulomb
attractionn. To describbe excitons, one
o only needds to
replace thhe bare electrron and the prroton mass, bby the
effective masses of tthe electrons and holes inn the
considereed semiconduuctor material and one neeeds to
screen thhe Coulomb aattraction, sincce in a solid state
system thhe presence of
o many otherr electrons redduces
the attracctive potential..
In ouur approach we describe a tthin semicondductor
quantum wire by a one-dimenssional model and
numericaally compute the lowest eigenstate off the
corresponnding excitonn Wannier eqquation. As uusual,
see, e.g,,, [3-5], we reegularize the C
Coulomb poteential
V(xe-xh), where
xe, and xh ddenote the sppatial
coordinattes of the ellectron and hhole, respectiively,
which acccounts for thhe finite widtth of the quaantum
wire [7]. From our nuumerical approoach we obtaiin the
wave funnction of the eenergetically loowest excitonn state
xe, xh)). Disorder is iincluded by considering ranndom
space-deppendent potenntials Vexe) and Vhxh) inn the
exciton Wannier equuation. Vexe) is set up as a
piecewisee constant steep function wiith desired nuumber
of stepss, where eaach step heiight is norm
mally
distributeed. As usuallly for the case of inteerface
fluctuatioons, we use inn this study correlated
c
disoorder,
i.e., we assume Vxx)=Vexe)=V
Vhxh), where is
inverselyy proportionall to the ratio between the hole
and electtron effective masses.
m
The first step is to reformulaate the eigenvvalue
problem in a weak sennse. Our designn of a new waavelet
f
a som
mewhat differrent paradigm than
method follows
conventioonal finite difference oor finite eleement
methods in that the soolution processs is based dirrectly
on an infinite-dimennsional repreesentation off the
problem: instead of cchoosing a finnite subspace as a
solution space, e.g., a finite eleement space, and
performinng a Galerkinn discretizatioon, we considder a
suitable iinfinite-dimennsional waveleet basis to reprresent
the eigennvalue problem
m. Now we hhave an equivvalent
reformulaation of tthe problem
m without any
discretizaation error yett [9]. In this fform we can apply
a
the perrturbed precconditioned inverse iterration
(PPINVIT) [8] whichh is a highly efficient wavveletbased eiigenvalue sollver. The maain idea of such
adaptive wavelet schem
mes is to adapptively choose in an

auttomated wayy, out of thee infinite seet of basis
funnctions, only the
t relevant onnes in order too obtain the
besst possible appproximation oof the unknow
wn solution.
Foor performingg the involvved application of the
(bii-)infinite mattrices up to a desired useer specified
acccuracy, we eemploy an innexact adaptivve operator
appplication
sccheme.
Esssential
for
efficient
com
mputations iss an adaptivve vector appproximation
schheme, called ccoarsening. Heere we use an appropriate
adaaptation of thhe APPLY sccheme from [9]
[ and the
CO
OARSE schem
me from [10]. A convergennce proof of
thee resulting scheme togeether with complexity
esttimates can bee found in [11]].

FIG
GURE 1. Com
mputed xe, xh) of the energettically lowest
excciton state for oordered quantum
m wires of different length L
(a) L=100 nm andd (b) L=400 nm..

RESUL
LTS AND D
DISCUSSIO
ON
Figure 1 show
ws the compuuted wavefuncctions of the
low
west exciton state for orddered quantum
m wires of
diffferent lengthh L. In the ordered casee xe, xh)
deppends only on the distaance xe-xh| aand decays
bassically exponentially if onne moves awaay from the
diaagonal xe=xh. The increase of towardss the end of
thee diagonal xe=
=1-xh arises froom the periodiic boundary
connditions, i.e., xe-xh| needss to be evaluated as the
shoortest distancee between equuivalent pointss in one and
adjjacent unit cellls.
Thhe error in thee computation of the eigenvvalue of the
low
west exciton state is com
mpared in Figg. 2 for a
uniform grid andd our adaptivee approach as function of

the consiidered grid pooints. It is cleaarly shown thaat for
both appproaches thhe error deecreases basiically
exponenttially with thee number of ggrid points andd that
with the aadaptive approoach a better aaccuracy is reaached
than withh a uniform grrid for the sam
me number off grid
points.

beccomes more and more llocalized at the spatial
miinimum of the disorder potential V(x).

m grids
FIGURE 2. Exact eigennvalues with respect to uniform
in comparrison to the adapptive scheme foor L= 800 nm.

Figure 3 shows the ccomputed wavvefunctions oof the
for disordered quantum wirres of
lowest exxciton state fo
length L=
=100 nm and different disorrder strength. With
disorder, xe, xh) deepends not onnly on the disstance
more,
xe-xh| buut clearly separrately on xe annd xh. Furtherm
with inccreasing strenngth of the ddisorder xe, xh)
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